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Abstract

Background: Patient safety (PtS) is fundamental to upholding the quality of health care. Health care workers (HCWs) in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) face daily challenges to sustain safe care for their patients and to counteract medical errors.

Aims: The objectives were to develop the Egyptian Neonatal Safety Training Network (ENSTN) to promote safe health care practices in NICUs through training of HCWs on PtS and dissemination of a culture for PtS.

Methods: The ENSTN project accomplishments were completed through 8 work packages. The first package activities were intended to establish standards of knowledge and skills for safe practices in the NICU, develop the course specifications for PtS and develop standards. The remaining packages included: a professional PtS reporting system and database; cohesive shared education and training in PtS, leadership and research; development of protocols and guidelines to enhance and ensure sustainability of safe practice; dissemination of ENSTN messages; confirmation of quality measures and adequate performance; sustainability of PtS practices in the NICU; and structuring the management plan and facilitating project activities.

Results: Project outputs included: PtS standards for NICUs in Arabic and English; 3 PtS courses for physicians, nurses and other HCWs; the ENSTN electronic reporting system for medical errors and guidelines; and a parent’s booklet.

Conclusions: Continuous organized training for HCWs on PtS and implementation of ENSTN
standards to reduce medical errors in the NICU are needed. We implemented the first confidential PtS reporting system for NICU.
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Introduction

Patient safety (PtS) is core of quality of health care. Health care workers (HCWs) in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) are facing a daily challenges to sustain safe care for their patients and to counteract medical errors while they are performing complex health care. They act very hard to avoid any level of harm that may affect quality of life in newborn infants. Unfortunately, these attempts are not sufficient to conserve appropriate PtS culture in NICUs and medical errors do occur.

Medical interventions are high risk procedures. Errors are inevitable, but most are preventable. (1,2). The publication of the famous report “To err is human” by the Institute of Medicine of United States of America (USA) was the first to direct attention to the role of the health care system in medical errors. (3). Although the report data seemed to be disappointing due to the number of deaths from medical errors, it considered the groundwork for change in health care systems and in initiating quality improvement. It helped the move to a system-based approach instead of blaming persons.

Patient safety is a serious global public health concern. There is a 1 in 300 chance of a patient
being harmed during health care. Patient harm is the 14th leading cause of the global disease burden, comparable to diseases such as TB and malaria (4).

While in hospital, 1 in ten patients is harmed in high-income countries; the harm is caused by a wide range of incidents or adverse events, with nearly 50% of them being preventable. In 26 studies in low- and middle-income countries, the adverse event rate was around 8%, of which 83% could have been prevented and 30% lead to death (4). Approximately 2/3 of all adverse events occur in low-income countries (4). Research in the USA has shown that 251,454 inpatients (9.5%) die annually as a result of medical error. “If medical error was a disease,” they concluded, “it would rank as the third leading cause of death in the United States” (5, 6).

European data, mostly from European Union Member States, consistently show that medical errors and health care-related adverse events occur in 8–12% of hospitalizations. Evidence on medical errors shows that 50%–70.2% of such harm can be prevented through comprehensive systematic approaches to PtS (7).

There are few sources of data available in Egypt on type, rate or magnitude of medical error in Egyptian NICUs. Our observations from clinical case reports and academic theses provided evidence of harm in our NICUs, but the fear of blame and punishment has led to concealing reporting the adverse events. Additionally, there was no incident reporting system or safety culture to encourage reporting (8).

Quality in health care begins with ensuring safety (9–10). In Europe, PtS depends on effective, sustained policies, programmes and standardized training of health professionals to prevent adverse events, creating networks and information systems focusing on exchange of experience and best practice (11–13).

Our concern is with PtS in NICUs as lack of safety practices has a direct influence on morbidity, mortality, and long-term quality of life. Medical errors are common in NICUs, and frequently result in sentinel and adverse events with harm to patients. These cause ethical and financial burden on the society.

There is lack of training programmes on PtS science. The undergraduate and postgraduate medical programmes do not include PtS courses. Also lack of on-the-job training for physicians,
neonatologists, paediatricians and nurses is another the problem hindering the implementation of quality safety standards. There is no leadership or seamless communication which reduces the problems of PtS. Other important problems of concern include the absence of a culture for event recording, root cause analysis and risk management.

The broad objective of the ENSTN was to develop and support the establishment of the Network to promote safe health care practices in NICUs and prevent inadvertent harm to patients as a result of their care. This would be achieved through contribution to learning and training of HCWs such as neonatologists, paediatricians, nurses and medical students on PtS and the dissemination and promotion of a PtS culture.

The specific objectives were:

to establish clearly defined standards of knowledge and skills required for safety practice in the NICU in line with international PtS standards;

to develop course specifications for PtS in the NICU that can be included in the training of health professionals;

to foster development of a safety culture in NICUs that depends on a system approach, promotes reporting of adverse events and is focused on prevention and learning;

to modernize the NICU workforce through development of shared education and training with European partners in scope of PtS by first year and development of protocols, pathways and guidelines;

to provide effective leadership and team work training in PtS;

to encourage research into PtS improvement;
to communicate with parents and relevant stakeholders regarding PtS through regular meetings;

to develop national standards for NICU safe practice.

**Methods**

In order to modernize PtS culture in Egyptian NICUs and promote leadership to oversee changes in the current PtS culture and implement database for medical errors, a grant was submitted to Tempus. Five Egyptian and 3 European universities participated in the project. Al Azhar University was the grant holder and co-beneficiary universities were Liverpool, Tartu, Constanta, Mansoura, Tanta, Suez Canal and Zagazig. The project began in December 2013 and was technically completed in August 2017. It is the expected that the activities will carry on in order to maintain the safety culture.

Nonpartner universities; health ministry physicians and officials; neonatal societies; and private, insurance and teaching hospital staff were invited to attend and share in founding workshops, launching meetings, organizing training workshops and preparation of guidelines.

Our outputs documents were peer reviewed by our European partners and project experts. They was also benchmarked with the international qualifications and standards.

**Target groups**

The target groups were: HCWs (physicians, neonatologist, paediatricians, nurses, pharmacists, residents, house officers); students; workers affiliated to partner and nonpartner universities; relevant stakeholders such as the Ministry of Health and Population, nongovernmental organizations; the public, insurance and private hospitals; medical syndicates; and parents who wanted to make a difference in providing PtS culture.

The technical design and steps of the project followed the Tempus guidelines and grant template. This was done by distributing the project activities and tasks into work packages then determining the major deliverables from each work package as well as assigning the roles of the grant holder and beneficiaries in each work package. There was plan for the work, with
contingency and non-conformance plans included in the grant agreement.

The project was accomplished through 8 work packages that were designed to achieve the project objectives.

The first work package activities covered establishing standards of knowledge and skills for safety practice in NICU, developing course specifications for PtS in the NICU to be used for training of Egyptian HCWs and developing the PtS standards for the NICU.

The second work package tasks were constructed to develop the first professional NICU PtS reporting system and database to report medical errors and to interact with the reporters. Additionally they aimed to provide educational support through an educational forum in English and Arabic.

The third work package was planned to ensure development of cohesive shared education and training in scope of PtS, leadership and research according to international standards. Training considered different learning styles and use interactive learning with feedback to guarantee safety skills acquisitions strengthen knowledge and skills of HCWs. It included case based approach, hand on exercises on simulators. The effect of training was measured by pre- post test and evaluation by the contact sites in their NICU.

The workshops training involved the introduction of PtS science, human factor engineering PtS, basic PtS knowledge and skills, using safety tools in root cause analysis, incident reporting and PtS interventions. Training was organized through integrated workshops in Egypt shared by EU and Egyptian partners as well as training visits in corresponding NICUs of European partners.

Patient safety leadership and research courses were developed. Leadership workshops were conducted to expand the capacity of HCWs to conduct change in PtS culture and included training on clinical and managerial safety leadership as well as communication, time and change management. Research workshops were conducted to expand capacity of HCWs to conduct PtS research.
The fourth work package related to the development of protocols and guidelines to enhance the provision of safety practice in Egyptian partners and to ensure sustainability of safe practice in NICUs. These guidelines were directed towards specific safety problems in the NICU which occur due to lack of knowledge or skills and were prepared by the Egyptian and EU partners with the involvement of stakeholder representatives to ensure their use and sustainability.

The aim of the fifth work package was to disseminate ENSTN messages and to communicate with relevant stakeholders and parents in Egypt. It included activities to approach stakeholders, non-partners, parents of patients and the public in order to develop national NICU PtS standards and to modernize current PtS practices, and to ensure more contributions from parents of patients, stakeholders and the public.

The sixth work package included activities to confirm quality measures and adequate performance and guarantee the achievement of our objectives.

The seventh work package activities were directed at ensuring the sustainability of PtS practice in the NICUs of Egyptian partners after the project was completed.

Work package 8 was established to structure the management plan and to facilitate project activities.

Operational design and the tools used in the project were included in the grant template. We used the Tempus-designed Gantt chart template and logical framework.

All planned activities relating to each work package were listed in the Gantt chart. For each activity, we entered the start date, estimated duration and the end date. We scheduled the activities successively to ensure that dependent activities did not start until the activities they depended on had been completed. The required resources were determined in the most economic way for each activity according to the output and to the target group.

In the logical framework, we included the project objectives set against the activities and outcome/output as well as the evidence for execution of these activities and their relation to the
required resources. The expected threats and how to deal with each one were also included.

Although we conducted the survey regarding knowledge and practices before implementation of the project, we did not have data from all partners regarding the effects after the project.

Regarding to the administrative design and ethical consideration of the project, there was a written agreement between Tempus and the grant holder, Al-Azhar University, then a mandate and agreements between the grant holder and the beneficiaries. These agreements included the responsibilities, duties, time frame, finances and the role of each body as determined by the grant rules of the European Commission/Tempus.

The grant holder was responsible for all the financial and legal aspects of the project and contact with Tempus. It was also responsible for communicating all the progress as well as arranging for the audit visits during the project life time as well as sustainability activities. The grant holders and the beneficiaries were responsible for executing the project tasks in accordance with the agreement. There was also a managerial committee and an executive committee for the higher project management and executive and working groups at the beneficiary level.

We followed the ethical and confidentiality rules as in the agreements. Also, we implemented the ENSTN policy (one of the project outcomes) regarding the duties, responsibilities and rights of the partners as well as ownership of the database and confidentiality regarding the reporting system.

**Results**

**Document on patient safety standards for NICU patients in Arabic and English**

This is the required standard of care for safe practice. This document was the aspiration of all neonatologists and HCWs participating in the care of newborn infants. It illustrates the rationale for the needs of medical safety standards and was based on the initial survey. The aim for the standards proposed by the ENSTN was to embrace nearly all health care disciplines and actors in NICUs and endorse a comprehensive, multifaceted approach to preventing and managing the actual and potential risks to PtS in the NICU, and to propose national standards to be adopted by the Ministry of Health and Population, universities and other health care facilities. It describes what is meant by safety and by standards. These standards can be applied to various health care facilities that provide neonatal care. It is important to locate where and why adverse events occur; starting from delivery rooms, outpatient clinics, private or general hospital NICUs, a
variety of events may occur. General PtS standards and specific PtS standards for the neonatal population are available in both Arabic and English versions. These specific standards are exclusive to newborn infants, and are needed to apply safe care in NICUs.

**Document for necessary knowledge, skills behaviour and attitude for safety practice in neonatal intensive care units for all health care workers**

This document covers the attributes and qualities needed regarding the knowledge and the intellectual, professional and behavioural skills that are needed for safe practice in NICU for physicians, nurses, pharmacists and other workers.

**Egyptian Neonatal Safety Training Network policy documents**

This document covers the policy and regulations for the ENSTN. There are 2 types of rules for the database. The document also demonstrates the eligibility criteria and establishes the structure and responsibilities of the ENSTN. It displays regulations for the categories of: membership, job descriptions and research, authorship of publications, data ownership, the confidentiality policy and the policy for reporting clinical adverse events. The following were developed:

- 3 PtS courses specifications for NICU HCWs one for physician, one for nurse and one for other HCWs;

- neonatal PtS course specifications for medical staff/physicians, scientific content, manual of trainers and manual of trainees and power points/presentation for the neonatal PtS course specifications for medical staff to be used during workshops;

- PtS course specifications (Arabic English) for non-medical staff, manual of trainers and trainee and power point presentations;

- PtS course specifications for nurses (English and Arabic) scientific content, manual of trainers and manual of trainees and power points/presentation.
It covers PtS course specifications for medical staff/physicians, scientific content, the trainers’ and trainees’ manuals, and the PowerPoint presentations for the neonatal PtS course specifications for medical staff to be used during training workshops.

The PtS course specifications for nurses, other HCWs and non-medical staff were developed in both Arabic and English for the trainers’ and trainees’ manuals and PowerPoint presentations.

For each course there is scientific content, trainer and trainee manuals and PowerPoint presentations. These include the teaching methods and the curriculum.

The courses concentrate on basic training in safety-related issues; an introduction to the science of PtS; basic PtS concepts (e.g. explain adverse events, close calls, systems approach, high reliability organizations), understanding of the human factors engineering PtS and key methods for more effective PtS programmes. The courses also provide more in depth studies on the safety tools: systematic reporting, identifying how to respond to an adverse event and conduct an investigation using root cause analysis and health care failure mode and effect analysis and risk management.

Also included is the concept of PtS interventions and how to implement solutions to improve quality of care and PtS in the NICU. The presenters explain the role of both individuals and systems in improving PtS. The course is structured in 3 modules for the physicians who were instructed to train in the knowledge and skills needed for safe medical practice.

Patient safety leadership course developed; also a manual for trainers and trainees and PowerPoint presentations on scientific content

This course is composed of 5 modules. The NICU HCWs should understand the communications principles and how these can affect PtS, They need to be competent in managing change and facing conflicts and stress. The aim is to allow neonatologists to modernize the current blaming culture in PtS and promote a culture that facilitates training and the reporting of errors, and implements solutions to prevent errors. The trainee will recognise and have training on the related communication procedures, time and stress management,
basic skills for dealing with conflict and reducing resistance to change. They also need to acquire knowledge and skills for motivation and negotiation while understanding true meaning of leadership. They will gain the necessary management skills, audit and ethical issues pertaining to PtS. They should also have knowledge of preventative strategies and prevention of stress in the NICU: thus, trainees will be able to recognize the extent of problems originating from inability to manage the daily work. This training course is also intended to improve the level of care in the NICU regarding safety issues and to harmonize training between participating universities and other stakeholders. It will prepare HCWs to modernize the PtS culture and improve the quality of health care.

Developed a patient safety research course, and manual of trainers and trainees and PowerPoint presentations on scientific content

This covers the research methodology course prepared by the ENSTN team. The emergence of new NICU PtS standards suggested by the ENSTN will need effective practice of knowledge, and the ability to conduct root cause analysis and study the solutions in a safe, effective and efficient way before implementation.

It is important for the dissemination of a new PtS culture among HCWs. It comprises 2 modules.

The course concentrates on:

- how to conduct a research paper,
- formulation of research objectives and questions,
- how to write a research paper/manuscript preparation,
- how to review a scientific article,
how to evaluate articles for publication,

how to prepare a scientific presentation,

documents for the incident/event reporting manual.

The booklet helps the HCWs to report data to the ENSTN reporting system and to ensure uniform understanding and operational definitions of the terminology related to medical errors, PtS and degree of harm and severity. It explains incident report data definitions. It shows the basic data that will be reported, how to describe the incidents, staff members, impressions about the incidents and patient details.

Established a patient safety network webpage, reporting system and database for NICU in Arabic and English (www.egyneosafety.net)

The project webpage covers the incident reporting system in English and Arabic and an educational forum to train on safe practice and encourage participants to exchange experiences. It also disseminates alerts and indicators. It has a parents section and shows the project activities such as workshops and meetings, dissemination activities, project news and a photo gallery. It links to the ENSTN Facebook page and also the YouTube link where educational videos for the project can be accessed. An electronic data entry form has been developed in Arabic and English and a phone application download is available through Google Play.

Developed fifteen guidelines with three translated into Arabic

We developed 15 guidelines in the English language. We translated 3 guidelines into Arabic: to prevent delayed and wrong diagnosis, to prevent falls and dropping of newborn infants in the neonatal nursery, and hearing screening of newborns and infants in the NICU. These can be used by nurses and other HCWs. The developed guidelines comprise:
to prevent delayed and wrong diagnosis in the NICU;

for the management of late treatment and how to deal with errors and subsequent events;

for the prevention of medication errors on the neonatal unit;

policy for: the identification of a baby (tagging), prevention of baby abduction, action if abduction is suspected;

hearing screening of newborns and infants in the NICU;

follow-up of retinopathy of prematurity;

management of adverse transfusion reactions;

use of instruments and how to deal with subsequent events;

guideline on the use of oxygen in the newborn;

guideline for heel stick (capillary blood sampling);

guideline for transport and retrieval;
Developed 6 educational videos for health care workers and parents

The videos show clinical and procedural skills as well as instruction to physicians and nurses on how to admit cases to the NICU and how to perform necessary invasive clinical procedures that may interfere with safe patient care. They also show how to perform manoeuvres on newborn infants, e.g. intubation, insertion of chest tube, resuscitation and insertion of long central venous catheter. There are 2 videos showing how errors occur. There is one educational video aimed at the parents to help them prepare for infant discharge from the NICU and to carry out safe care at home. Advertising materials (films) were released aimed at increasing public awareness regarding patient safety culture; we also produced a documentary on the project.

Dissemination tools: presentation in conferences, brochures, leaflets, 6 newsletters, and media; TV and newspapers;

document of parents’ educational booklet (the document is in Arabic and used mainly for parents. It explains the nature of the NICU, steps for admission and type of care and how to communicate with doctors and responsible physicians in the hospital and safe medication use);
agreement with related stakeholders;

sustainability of ENSTN project was attained through a grant from the Research and Technology Academy;

34 NICU PtS workshops, 11 NICU PtS leadership workshops, 14 NICU PtS scientific research workshops, 14 NICU incident report workshops were conducted;

7 Masters theses and one MD thesis were completed.

Discussion

The ENSTN addressed the knowledge triangle of education, research and innovation. It is linked to education and has developed partnerships with related stakeholders. The ENSTN project provided a full package of complementary courses and training workshops that increased capacity-building of HCWs in regard to their knowledge and skills in PtS science and incident reporting. Correspondingly, the package increased competence and professional practice in how to act as a team with effective, seamless communication; it led to change in PtS culture and enabled HCWs to investigate the root causes of medical errors and to implement changes that will prevent errors from recurring.

The project is one phase towards filling the gaps in PtS culture in Egyptian NICUs and towards modernizing PtS culture in NICUs. The activities fit within the Egyptian strategy of education as PtS is one of the important priorities of the health care system.

The ENSTN project objectives have been realized. The first work package outputs helped to achieve the wide objective, and specific objectives 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8. The NICU safety standard is one of the important outputs: to our knowledge it is first safety standard in Egypt directed at the neonatal age group. The PtS standards document included the clear, defined, safety standards that are required for proper safe practice in NICUs. It covered the essential knowledge and skills required for safe practice in the NICU. The need for such safety standards has been illustrated in different parts in the world (14–16).
Three PtS course specifications with their related trainer and trainee manuals were established. This supported the needs of different health workers, e.g. physicians/nurses/non-medical staff. The educational tools as scientific content, videos and simulations were provided to improve the skills in neonatal care. The courses will help the sustainability of NICU PtS training and modernization of PtS culture after the lifetime of the project. The need for standardized training and courses was alerted by the World Health Organization (WHO) through medical student curricula (17).

The second work packages output achieved project’s wide objective and specific objectives numbers 3 and 8. We succeeded in developing the ENSTN webpage and incident reporting system in Arabic and English. The online electronic network boosts event recording. The Network guarantees anonymity to NICUs and persons who report events. This helped to overcome some of the factors that contributed to the culture of silence and fear that prevented reporting of adverse events. As far as we know, there has been no professional PtS network database for NICU in Egypt till now, and our database is the first.

The success of the incident report system is encouraging and enables us to move on and stand up against the traditional resistance to reporting. We still need national support to generalize the reporting system throughout the country. The role of incident reporting in improving PtS and patient culture had been described by several authors (18–19).

Regular alerts and indicators were extrapolated from issues that endanger safe practice. Developing indicators for PtS in the NICU is important for measurement of quality of practice (20).

The educational interactive forum was implemented to expand important items related to safety issues, it allows discussion and analysis by participants and experts; learning from shared experience is one of the methods that will lead to a reduction in medical errors.

The third work packages outputs achieved objectives 4, 5 and 6. Using our courses, we conducted 34 PtS workshops, 11 PtS leadership workshops, 14 PtS scientific research workshops and 14 incident reporting workshops. To ensure the quality of the courses and manuals and the workshops, they were appraised by peer review and experts.
There has been a positive impact on staff behaviours, with improvement in attitudes and capacity-building professional skills among HCWs. They understand the nature of adverse events, medical errors, types of errors and triggers of errors, and this has enabled them to understand the safety issue and to value safe care. They act with more confidence to use the guidelines and the reporting system to apply a non-punitive safety culture and stop pointing fingers at others. Through the research courses, they built new, positive motivation to investigate root cause analysis of medical errors and consider solutions and improvement in care.

Health care workers are now more accurately writing and reading medical orders and double checking for drug dose, and are convinced by the directive for hand washing. The effect of training has been studied previously and was shown to be effective in reducing medical errors (21) and improving quality of health care (22).

The fourth work package achieved objective 4. We developed 15 neonatal guidelines; the Arabic translation was completed for 3 of these to help nurses and other HCWs. The lack of guidelines has been among the leading causes of medical errors; WHO has introduced several guidelines for global health problems (23).

Project activities allowed excellent dissemination of the project objectives and outputs to our stakeholders. The ENSTN has a strong link with society and aids parent education through education sessions and the webpage. Patient involvement in health care is important evidence of quality (24).

Several agreements were signed with related bodies to maintain the project activities. the Network has allowed cooperation between universities and the nonacademic sector, and nongovernmental societies and associations through founding and training workshops and the preparation of safety standards and guidelines.

There were unexpected outcomes with spin-off effects such as the development of a safety module for the fifth year paediatrics undergraduate students and introduction of a PtS module in the first year of undergraduate medical school in 2 of the partner universities. Similarly, PtS was implemented in the introduction course for the Egyptian neonatal fellowship programme; these fellows will be the specialized neonatologists of the future. The development of academic and
practical hands-on training using simulators provided the opportunity to learn skills without committing errors. Furthermore, we ensured capacity-building of the trainers who are able to conduct courses in their work places; this overcame the lack of safety trainers and experts. Additionally, research related to PtS was conducted in form of 7 master’s theses and one doctorate thesis.

We succeeded in obtaining a new grant to support the training and data incident reporting system from the Academy of Science and Technology, and this has had a positive effect on the sustainability of the training and reporting activities.

**Conclusions**

Our achievements include NICU PtS standards for quality of care in neonatal units, 3 safety courses that suit different HCWs, the first national incident reporting system, a parent education booklet, safety training workshops and neonatal safety guidelines to aid in improvement of the PtS culture in our NICUs.

Finally we would like to report that improvements in PtS do not just happen. They need the right culture, good leadership, well trained HCWs and the right health systems. A strong safety culture requires: strong leadership, teamwork, accountability, understanding and moving from blaming individuals to recognizing the role of system factors in PtS, with the consideration that “no blame” is appropriate for many errors, however, certain errors demand accountability.

Efforts to sustain the project outcomes and outputs are highly appreciated by HCWs and the Ministry of Health and Population. They need to adopt the ENSTN safety standards, implement the incident reporting system, provide continuous regular training, update the guidelines and involve parents in the care of their babies.
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